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Abstract. Optimization of shell parameters for further imploding in a Z-pinch
has been done. The nozzle shape was selected with the help of two dimensional gas
dynamics computer simulation. During the optimization the influence of the
electrode configuration was taken into account. Two types of nozzle are presented.
The advanced construction with three gaseous shells may use different gases. The
other one is based on aluminium vapor jet. The designs were tested by
interferometry. Resulting mass distributions are analyzed by real experiment and by
means of 2D MHD computer simulations. New nozzles provides smaller zippering,
higher radiation power and more reproductive results.

Introduction
The aim of this study was in the increasing of generator energy contribution to compressing

substance. The optimization of such complicated nonlinear system requires the deep
understanding of physical processes. The numerical simulations give the full picture of the flow
and by this reason allow to find the solution in an acceptable time.

The determination of nozzle profile, which gives the stationary homogeneous output flow
with highest possible exit velocity, is a classical aerodynamical problem with well known
solutions. Such direct approach is not effective in case of gas-puff nozzles. Simple estimations
show, that due to the design limitations it is very difficult to get Mach number higher than 4-5,
what gives the jet spreading angle at least 15°-20°. This is not sufficient. Other problems is
specific for powerful current generators. Stationary or quasi stationary regime requires big
delay of the main shot after the opening of the valve. This delay becomes especially great for
longer high Mach nozzles. Due to high gas leakage into the interelectrode space, the vacuum is
aggravated, and in result, the implosion results are unstable and bad vacuum can even lead to
shortcut of the main current.

For further optimization we use the nozzles with nonhomogeneous exit flow. In such kind of
nozzles the gas after the throat expands intensively in the transverse direction, though this
expansion slows down with the longitudinal distance. Flow interaction with walls at the final
part of the nozzle produce a skew shock wave, which allows to concentrate a larger fraction of
mass near the axis. Analogous type of nozzles has been used for gas target production at [1] in
laser experiments. The effect of this approach is local, it gives smaller jet divergence only in the
interelectrode region. Further from the nozzle the jet divergence is even increased because of the
fall of the exit mean Mach number, but this region is already out of our interest.

Moreover, we apply the same principle not only to the simple central jet (as in [1]), but also
to the annular hollow jets, which compose complex multishell liner.

Two nozzle designs are presented here. Three shell system is produced by the complex
nozzle and is intended for powerful generators. Its supplying system enables independent
regulation of the mass in each shell and the use of different gases in these shells. Other nozzle
uses aluminium vapor and is optimized for GAEL generator [2].

The results of gas dynamical simulations were tested by optical methods. The resulting
efficiency of the design is estimated as by the experiment, as by two dimensional MHD
simulations. Such exhaustive use of simulations on all stages provide comprehensive analysis
of the considered processes.

Numerical methods
For modeling of transient processes of start up flow from the gas puff nozzles a conservative

form of Euler equations is used. Gas was considered like compressible and ideal. The
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computations were made by the homogeneous conservative difference algorithm, realized in
multidimensional gas dynamics simulation code AEOL [3]. The main distinction of the
algorithm is in the use of rectangular grids without fitting between the boundary and the mesh.
This approach allows to change the shape of the object easily.

For MHD simulations a new adaptive mesh refinement method (AMR) [4] was used. In
adaptive mesh refinement approach the points can be added to a fixed mesh, where it is
necessary, and can be deleted, where they become unnecessary. This economies computer
resources. AMR method, proposed in [4], was developed specially for the simulation of the
essentially nonlinear problems, and it can be used not only for traditional gas dynamics
computations, but also for complicated and strongly non stationary problems of hot plasma
dynamics. This method is very effective, the time of run for Z-pinch simulation is only 10-30
minutes on a middle range workstation.

One fluid two component model of fully ionized plasma with modified Spitzer conductivity
was chosen for this simulations. These modifications correct the conductivity value for low
density regions.

Design of three shell nozzle
On GIT-4 installation for Z-pinch experiments on gas-puff and plasma-on-wire

configurations two split nozzle had been used. Despite the flow from the outer nozzle is
preionized, but in the experiments it has no influence on compression. After computer
simulation it was found that the outer shell produces insignificant mass.

Mach number

X la l

Fig.1 Flow from new nozzle , t=300 ms. Fig.2 Mass distributions for different Z, t=300 us.
Mach number contours. Doted lines limit the areas with 70-80-90 percents

of mass in cross section

For further experiments it was necessary to design another nozzle system, which can provide
complex multi layer gas target. Wire can be installed at the axis of the system. The gas shell
may consist from up to 3 gas layers, with possibility of different gases in each part of the shell.
External shell diameter is 60 mm, main shell diameter - 28 mm, the thickness is about a few
millimeters In the central part.a simple 5 mm jet may be added.

The smaller is the divergence and spreading of shells - the better. But this ideal configuration
is impossible because of different limitations in design. To decrease the jets spreading it is
necessary to enlarge the jet exit Mach number. Two shell system requires two annular splits
configuration. In this case it is very difficult to increase exit Mach number of jets, because the
expansion ratio is proportional to the difference between the throat and the exit split widths. The
width of the throat is limited by 0.5-1 mm, because such mechanical precision can be supported
in normal exploitation conditions. The output width is limited by 5-6 mm. This limits the Mach
number by values 4-5, and the divergence of the jet stays still big. It is necessary to undertake
other measures. These may be inclined nozzles, or concave-convex nozzle profiles, which have
been successfully used in [1]. Here they are used for annular jets. All these measures give local
effect in axial direction, but is is necessary to form good gas shells only for 2 cm distance
between cathode and anode.
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Three gas system with possibility of separate regulation of pressure and mass load of each
shell requires complex supplying system, which must provide also good angular homogeneity
of all the shell. It makes this system rather complicated, because it is necessary to fix in space a
few nested coaxial cylinders. Two annular valves would be too heavy to work fast. So, multi
piston valve system was selected. It consists from 6 valves/holes inside toroidal plenum
chamber in external shell, 3 - for intermediate shell and from 1 valve/hole cylindrical chamber.
The pistons of all valves are moved synchronically. The number of valves is limited, in other
case the system will be very heavy and slow. Because of low number of holes between plenum
and vacuum, it was necessary to introduce stilling chambers. The number of holes from stilling
chamber to the nozzles (12 and 6) is twice as the number of valves, and these holes are shifted
angularly with respect to valves, to gives the equal path for different gas jets.

Careful optimization of the principally different nozzle configurations have been done. The
resulting nozzle profiles and the flow (Mach number contours) can be seen on Fig.l. In 2D
simulations the sets of holes was transformed to annular channels with equivalent areas. The
recommended time of shot is about 300 (is after the the opening of the valves. Flow regime is
not yet stationary, but the suitable density distribution is already formed. This small delay also
strictly limits the dangerous penetration of gas into the vacuum chamber.

Fig.3 Front view of the nozzle system.

The mass load of each shell or jet is proportional to its plenum pressure and can be varied
independently. The simulations show, that the mutual influence of shells during such regulation
does not change the principal features of the flow.

The resulting mass distribution is given on Fig.2 for same plenum pressure in all chambers
of 0.5 atm for argon. In this case the mass load is about 80 jig/cm. Jet divergence is small.
Axial mass load variation at 2 cm length is within a few percents.

This nozzle has other advantage: the high density gradients on the external side of the outer
shell. During discharge this will provide easy formation of a thin current layer, and,
consequently, efficient start of pinch compression.

The external sight of nozzle system is at Fig.3. Time resolved interferometry and other
optical diagnostics confirmed all results of gas dynamical simulations.

MHD simulation of Z-pinch compression.
The behavior of such complex mass distribution during Z-pinch compression was estimated

numerically. The results of simulations for generator parameters of GIT-4 are presented on
Fig.4. The distributions of density, gas pressure and magnetic filed are presented for the
moment of maximal current (1 MA). From this figure it can be also seen how the mesh is
adopted to the solution.
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Fig.4 MHD simulation of gas-puff implosion on GIT-4, t=150 ns

The initial density field was taken from gas dynamics simulations for plenum pressure in
external shell four times smaller than for internal. Because of too high mass the compression is
not very deep, but homogeneous. Zippering effect is absolutely negligible, and no instabilities
arise.

Aluminium vapor nozzle optimization
Among different methods of gas-puff creation for Z-pinch compression a metal vapor jet

looks attractive. On GAEL installation (2.3 Ohm, 250 kA, 60 ns) [1] the vapor is produced in
the explosion of an aluminium foil by an additional source of current. Gas dynamics simulation
usually starts up from the moment when all aluminium foil is vaporized after the preliminary
discharge.

In the standard nozzle the jet spreading was high. In our case annular nozzle is inapplicable
because simulation results show that in such design the nozzle throat gap must be about 0.1
mm. It is difficult to support such mechanical precision in normal exploitation conditions.

In the case of a single hole-type nozzle the cross section area is increased as the radius
squared. This gives higher exit to throat areas ratio and, therefore, higher Mach number in
comparison with the annular geometry of the nozzle. In our case the central tube has a diameter
of about 2 mm and the exit hole diameter is limited from above by 5 mm. This yields the Mach
number of about 4.

Jet radius was minimized by simulations. In the experiment the new nozzle shows better Z-
pinch performance with respect to the old configuration.

Conclusions
In this paper, on the basis of the gas dynamics computer simulation, the gas-puff preparation

is investigated and improved for the concrete installations. Non traditional method of gas-puff
nozzle design, which is proposed here, enables serious improvements.The resulting
configurations of the nozzles were estimated by MHD simulations of Z-pinch compression.

In experiments the elaborated systems provide higher radiation output and more reproductive
results.
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